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Skilling and Learning for Employability for Young People

200 million secondary school aged students are out of school and 267 million 
young people (aged 15-24) are not in employment, education and training 
(NEET) where two-thirds of which are young women.

Youth entrepreneurship and self-employment have the potential to foster local innovation and improve the 
resilience of young people in the job market. And youth-led social entrepreneurships have offered a unique 
window of opportunity to mobilize young people towards a fairer and inclusive society including in finding new 
avenues for skilling other youth.

The COVID-19 deepened vulnerabilities of young people

Approx. 87 million students missed at least three-quarters of classroom instruction time at the secondary level 
since Mar 2020.

Latest estimates point to a fall in global youth employment by 8.7 per cent in 2020, compared with 3.7 per cent 
among adults. 



Chumbaka
Zhi Xiong Chong, Chief Learning Officer



Overview and Business model



OUR PURPOSE

Develop children’s life skills by inspiring them to 
create with technology



We focus on enabling School 4.0

SCHOOL 2.0
3R

production ‘machine’

SCHOOL 3.0
Computer skills

user of machine

SCHOOL 4.0
Tech creator

collaborate with smart machines
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One organization with 
shared brand and values
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Impact

5 students participated in 
accelerator program, Silicon Valley 

USA MDeC’s Global Exchange 
2016.

1st M’sia Hardware Open Source 
Project

Students designed low-cost 
microscopes powered by apps. 2k

units given to schools.

Internship in Khind where 

students added mobile phone 

control to fan. Seen here with 
founder and ED.

Internship at MinNature, a 3D-

printed miniature wonderland, to 
design electronic mechanism for 

the structure.

Students worked with MareCet

Research to develop AI object 
identification for dolphins.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nVW4NrKed8g


Impact

Self-learn drone-making and carpentry Apply learning to help Botnic Garden of Sabah

Leading micro:bit workshop for teachers Initiate social STEM outreach to rural schools



Lesson Learned and Key Takeaways

Open-Source 
Technology

Sense of 
Purpose 

Community

Empowerment 

3 elements empowering students & communities! 



“The best way to 
predict the future is 

to invent it.” 

So, what is your prediction? 



Saturday School
Sorawit Paiboonrattanakorn, Founder



How we become Saturday School



What we do

Empower people to make a change for education.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfasBxXv8EA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HfasBxXv8EA


Growth 

Mindset

Expected Students’ Outcomes

Prosocial 

BehaviorResilience

Self Awareness



Student’s story

Aki

Drama

Public Speaking

Dancing



Impact



Lesson Learned and Key Takeaways

1. Soft skills are much more important than knowledge.

2. There are a lot of great people who want to help improve
education.



Slum2School
Ella Togun, Programs Manager



Overview and Business model
Slum2School is a leading volunteer-driven development organization in Africa, transforming society by 
empowering underserved children in slums and remote communities, with quality education, 
entrepreneurial skills, technology, and psychosocial support, to enable them to realize their full potential.

Through our partnership with various individuals and corporates within the public and private sector, and 
through a range of sustainable initiatives, we have created safe learning spaces, used 21st-century 
pedagogy and technology to improve learning outcomes, and provided several other health and 
psychosocial support for underserved children in slums and hard-to-reach communities. In 9 years ,we have 
provided educational scholarships to over 3250 children into primary, secondary schools and universities, 
provided health and psychosocial support to over 108, 500 members of underserved communities, built 
dozens of learning centers, adopted various public schools, and built the first Virtual Learning Studio in 
Africa which can enable and facilitate virtual and remote learning to continue supporting our learners 
amidst school closures and beyond.

Most importantly, we have built a community of thousands of socially responsible volunteers committed 
to social reformation. 



Impact

Goal: build a strong community of volunteers who strengthen 
the impact of the organization and who the organization gives 
opportunities for personal and professional development

Volunteer profile: Young adults in school or in a career who 
are excited about using their skills and experiences for social 
good 

Solutions:
● Volunteering program 
● Virtual volunteer experiences  
● Capacity development opportunities 
● Community  

Beneficiaries Volunteers

Goal: Build beneficiaries who are prepared 
for the future of work and are globally 
competitive

Beneficiary profile: Children and Youths 
from slums and underserved communities

Solutions:
● Virtual learning program 
● Enterprise development center 
● STEM and Innovation Centers
● Platforms: e.g TEDx, competitions 



Impact



Impact





Lesson Learned and Key Takeaways
- Access to education is just the first step, ensuring quality is not compromised and learners have skills they can use in the real 

world is the game changer
- Learning does not happen in isolation, we have to also remember to care for the things that encourage or deter learning
- Innovation is not always about creating something brand new, it could be about using what you have in a brand new way
- Volunteering is much more than just getting people to do stuff for you for free, it's about building a community, allowing 

people use and grow their skills for a better world and going miles farther faster because you can't do it alone
- Every voice is important, some of our best ideas came from the most unlikely places
- It takes a lot of courage and strong convictions to change systems and to bring dreams to life, surround yourself always with

people who believe that everything is possible
- Build for the future, time is moving so fast



CoSchool: Social Entrepreneurship 
Supported by Social Emotional 
Development
Nicole Bruskewitz, Director of Education and 
Programs, CoSchool & Member, ILO Skills 
Innovation Network



Overview 













The program worked on 4 social emotional 
skills profiles.

• Dreamer—self knowledge and self-esteem: C re a t io n  o f p o s it iv e  e x p e c ta t io n s  

a b o u t  t h e ir c a p a b ilit ie s  a n d  o p p o rtu n it ie s

• Collaborator—empathy and teamwork: D is p o s it io n  t o  b e  e m p a th ic  a n d  h e lp  t o  

th e ir c o m m u n it ie s

• Explorer—curiosity and determination: Openness to assuming new challenges

• Activator—leadership and social awareness: C onfidence and skills to be agents of 

agents of changes in their own lives and spark transformation in their communities



The words most commonly

associated with Rumbo Empreder were
happiness and opportunity.



Impact
In cohort program positively impacted the activator and 
collaborator profile and mitigated adverse impacts in the 
other skill sets.



In cohort 2, the program generated 
positive impact in all social emotional 
skills and overall. 

Impact



Lesson Learned and Key Takeaways

1. Real world projects are both motivating and help youth to 
discover they are change agents

2. Group work strengthens students prosocial behaviour and self-
knowledge 

3. Technical knowledge and support from experts is key in making 
projects realistic and sustainable



Q&A and Discussion



Closing


